
From the start of their collaboration, GRAVITY GOLDBERG (right) and RENÉE HOUSER (left)  
have been deepening their ideas about how teachers personalize instruction for students. In the years  
since they worked together as staff developers at the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project, 
they have each gone on to found organizations focused on supporting the ongoing professional 
learning of educators. The constant in all their work is to model for teachers how to develop classroom 
communities where the unique individuality of students is at the center of each instructional decision.
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Helping students become strong independent  
readers requires thoughtful preparation, active  
listening, purposeful note-taking, and personalized  
follow-up. It can also be overwhelming. 

That’s why Gravity Goldberg and Renée Houser  
have developed the Teacher’s Toolkit for Independent 
Reading for grades 3–5. Each grade-level-specific  
toolkit helps teachers:

• Prepare for student-centered conferences using  
easy-to-follow guides with suggestions for what to look 
and listen for during conferences, note-taking forms, and 
a standards-aligned year-at-a-glance planning guide.

• Develop confidence using ready-to-use teaching  
texts and sample reading notebook entries for  
modeling independent reading strategies.

• Understand the ins and outs of effective conferring 
through dozens of professional learning videos, 
demonstrations of real-life, student conferences,  
plus a professional book covering answers to the  
most frequently asked questions about conferring.

• Organize, track, and transport student progress notes 
and conferring tools from conference to conference.

The Teacher’s Toolkit for Independent Reading is the 
ultimate teacher conferring support tool.

An All-In-One System for One-On-One Success!
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“This resource acts  
like a personal guide to 

help you set up, sustain, and  
deepen the reading work in  
your classroom. To have all  

of these answers in one place  
is a bounty for any teacher.”

KATE ROBERTS &  
MAGGIE BEATTIE ROBERTS



Teaching Materials
• Supporting Independent Readers:  

25 Answers to Your Most Frequently  
Asked Questions About Conferring,  
Grades 3–5

• Your Everyday Guide for Conferring, 
Grade 3, 4, or 5

• Teacher’s Reading Notebook, Grades 3–5
• Teaching Texts booklet, Grade 3, 4, or 5

Conferring Organizer and Management System
• 3-ring binder with 32 rewritable tabs and 5-pocket accordion storage area  

for Supporting Independent Readers, Grades 3–5, Your Everyday Guide  
to Conferring, Grade 3, 4 or 5, and Teaching Texts booklet, Grade 3, 4, or 5.

• Teacher sticky notes
• Student sticky notes
• Convenient zippered binder pouch for storing sticky notes and pens

Companion Website Access
• 20–30 videos for sustained professional learning
• Video Viewing Guide
• Downloadable tools from Supporting Independent Readers, Grades 3–5, 

Your Everyday Guide for Conferring, Grade 3, 4, or 5
• FAQs

Teacher’s Toolkit for Independent Reading
2020 | Grade 3 | 978-1-62531-400-0 | $149 
2020 | Grade 4 | 978-1-62531-401-7 | $149 
2020 | Grade 5 | 978-1-62531-402-4 | $149
2020 | Grades 3–5 Bundle | 978-1-62531-403-1 | $435
9% shipping will be added for this product.  
Prices are subject to change without notice.

TOOLKIT COMPONENTS
Each component of the Teacher’s Toolkit for Independent Reading supports teachers during  

every step of conferring—from determining what to look and listen for and preparing teaching texts 
to modeling reading notebook entries, giving feedback, and organizing note-taking systems.
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“Responsive  
teaching comes  

from preparation,  
not planning.”

GRAVITY GOLDBERG  
& RENÉE HOUSER 
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